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Abstract
This study aimed to analyze the validity categories and the effectiveness of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting in enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability. This study was research and development (R & D) using ADDIE developmental model consisting of analyzing, design, develop, implementation, and evaluation. The data collection was done through non-test techniques using product validation sheets, learning observational sheet, and observational sheet for speaking ability and test techniques using an assessment sheet for measuring conceptual understanding. The validity of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting was analyzed qualitatively based on 5-point scale conversion table. The effectiveness of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting in the implementation stage was analyzed based on the average of the gain score. The result showed that the validity of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting was 3.60 for the content and 3.55 for the language which is in very good category and the developed of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting was effective in enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability based on average gain score.
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1. Introduction
   Bilingual learning is a method of learning by using two languages (English and Indonesia) in the entire of learning process until assessment implementation (Hidayati, 2020; Tirtayani et al., 2017). This method aims to improve English competence and also understanding science concept. Many studies show that bilingual environment can give students many benefits and advantages. Being bilingual has connected to a number of cognitive advantages. Cognitive function refers to the mechanism of brain acquiring information. Students who are raised in bilingual environment have been found to be better competence than their monolingual peers at focusing on a task while tuning out disruption (Hidayati, 2020; Pransiska, 2017). There are two important factors in bilingual learning. First, teacher and student are trained to be persistent in carrying out bilingual learning. Second, bilingual learning which implemented can help student to be more understand in English literature (Nuha, 2014; Pransiska, 2017). Bilingual learning within the pedagogic context of the school should also include bilingual classes in different subjects. The second language should be the language used in class. Bilingual teaching should involve an improvement in the language as well as competence and knowledge in the subject itself. This is what intercultural learning is about and it brings a lot of new perspectives and chances for teachers and learners as well as concerning the language and the specific subject knowledge (Kokturak et al., 2016).

   Science Education Study Program has several courses which is deliver using bilingual. Basic Science is one of them. This course discusses the concepts of science that are essential for junior high school, covering problems and investigations that attract the attention of students from the surrounding environment. However the implementation of bilingual learning in this course isn’t optimal. This is because the planning and
implementation of bilingual learning is still dominated by using Bahasa. Instructional tools which using in this course seventy five percent still using Bahasa. Syllabi, Semester Lesson Plan, Student Worksheet and handout still in Bahasa, meanwhile only assessment as instructional evaluation using English. Instructional tools which isn’t suitable can be one of the factor which make bilingual learning not implemented optimally (Wiratini et al., 2013).

Instructional tools are all kinds of materials that are used to assist educators in implementing the teaching and learning activities in the classroom (Abadi & Assaat., 2017; Amir et al., 2019). Instructional tools refer to the channels of communication which an instructor or teacher can use to concretize a concept during teaching and learning process. They can also be defined as any collection of materials including animate and inanimate objects and human and non-human resources that a teacher may use in teaching and learning process to ease, encourage, improve and promote teaching and learning activities (Anuvervely & Fauziati, 2019). Instructional tools materials in teaching could be classified into: (1) visual material: such as textbooks, newspaper, picture, diagram, real object studies, etc.; (2) audio materials: appeal to the sense of hearing, such as cassette tape recording, teachers voice, language laboratories etc.; (3) audio-visual materials: appeal to both sense of hearing and sight, such as video recording, film trips etc.; (4) two-dimensional instructional materials: include graphs, chart, posters, comics, cartoons, etc (Utami et al., 2019). The effectiveness and suitable of instructional tools in promoting students' academic performance in teaching and learning is indisputable. It provides the much needed sensory experiences needed by the learners for an effective and meaningful behavioural change. Instructional tools are meant to improve the quality of education for effective academic performance of students in schools (Ajoke, 2017). Because of many benefit using instructional tools in learning process, teacher ability to create a suitable instructional tool for achieve learning outcome is very important.

Bilingual instructional tools which is accordance with the characteristics of students in Science Education is bilingual instructional tools with preview review model. This instructional tools combines Bahasa and English in every learning activity. In this model the introduction stage will carried out in one language for example Bahasa, and continue using English in the next stage of bilingual learning. For the third step will be carried out using combine two languages (Ovando & Collier, 1985). Preview review model is an innovative model to increasing student's creativity and learning outcome. This model help student to be more understanding about material which is deliver in bilingual learning (Wondal, 2016).

Preview-review bilingual instructional tools also aligned with discovery model setting. Discovery model is a learning model that involves the active participation of students in exploring and discovering their own knowledge and use it in problem solving. Discovery learning is a kind of student centered learning method, it does not mean instructors are useless in the learning model (Sahara et al., 2017). This model will encourage students to ask questions and formulate their own tentative answers, and to deduce general principles from practical examples or experiences. This model requires that the student participates in making many of the decisions about what, how, and when something is to be learned and even plays a major role in making such decisions. Instead of being 'told' the content by the teacher, it is expected that the student will have to explore examples and from them ‘discover’ the principles or concepts, which are to be learned (Ananta, 2016). Based on many advantages using discovery learning, designing preview review instructional tools with discovery leaning model setting is expected to enhancing student’s conceptual understanding and speaking ability that are valid, practical, and effective. This study aimed to analyze the validity categories and the effectiveness of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting in enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability.

2. Method

The developed of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting aimed for enhancing students’ conceptual understanding and speaking ability.
The developmental procedure was based on ADDIE which consists of analyze need assessment, design product based on need assessment, develop product which test by expert’s judgment, limiting product implementation in basic science course, and evaluation based on the implementation as seen in Figure 1.

**Figure 1. ADDIE Developmental Model**

Analyze stage is the first stage of this developmental procedure. This stage is the most important one before creating the plan, developing, or even implementing the product. In this stage there are three main things to analyze such as literature analyzing, need assessment analyzing, and student’s analyzing. Student’s analyze is very important to determine suitable instructional tools which can be applied according the student’s characteristics. We must pay attention to their needs, problems, academic abilities, activities, process skills, English language skills, attitude. In order to identify that, we do in by student and lectures’ interview. Design stage is the next stage of ADDIE developmental procedure. In this stage we must think about how design instruction can really be effective in ways to solve the problems which has been defined in the analyze stage. Furthermore, in design phase we do several things such as (1) reviewing theories to improve the learning quality. Based on this review we select to use Discovery Learning Model as a model to apply preview review bilingual instructional tools in Basic Science 1 class, (2) designing preview review bilingual instructional tools which accordance with Discovery Learning model setting.

This third stage is a product realization stage. The solution which has been designed in the previous stage is produce as an initial prototype. This preview review bilingual instructional tools which accordance with Discovery Learning model setting needs to be tested for the validity. The validity test aimed to measure the feasibility of this product which carried out by two expert judges. Based on the validity result, the product must be revision to become prototype 2 which ready to implement. Implementation stage is about transforming our plan into action. At this stage, the implementation of instructional tools is carried out in the form of field trials to determine the effectiveness of this product. The final process in ADDIE model is Evaluation stage. In this stage we made the final revision of this product based on the field trials to make sure that the product can be used in larger scope. Based on need assessment which conduct by interview with lecture and students, the product which develop are syllabi and learning equipment (semester lesson plan, worksheet, handout, and assessment). Data collection techniques used in this study is in the form of product validation sheets for reveal the feasibility of instructional tools and assessment for measuring student's conceptual understanding and speaking ability. Data analysis performed include feasibility preview-review bilingual instructional tools which scored by two expert lecturers. Validation sheets to measure the feasibility of this product will analyze using scale conversion 5 (Widoyoko, 2017). Meanwhile, assessment for measuring student’s conceptual understanding and speaking ability will analyze using gain score in three categories as seen in Table 1 below.
3. Result and Discussion

Results

Analyze Stage

The first stage carried out by analyzing several things such as literature analyzing, need assessment analyzing, and student’s analyzing. The result of analyze stage can be seen in Table 2.

Table 1. Assessment Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g &gt; 0.7</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 ≤ g ≤ 0.7</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g &lt; 0.3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result of Analyze Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyze</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature Analyzing</td>
<td>1. The importance practicing English 21st century skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Preview Review model in developing bilingual learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need Assessment Analyzing</td>
<td>The implementation of bilingual learning in Basic Science course isn’t optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Analyzing</td>
<td>Find out that Preview Review model is the best instructional model in learning Basic Science based on student’s characteristic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Design Stage

The second stage of this developmental model is design stage which involves using outputs from analyze stage to plan a strategy for developing preview-review bilingual instructional tools. The result of design stage can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Result of Design Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content in Basic Science Course</td>
<td>Focusing on biodiversity and temperature content in Basic Science course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional Tools which developed</td>
<td>The instructional tools which developed are syllabi, semester lesson plan, handout, student’s worksheet, and assessment evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The objective</td>
<td>Formulate instructional tools’ objective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development Stage

In this stage preview review bilingual instructional tools which accordance with Discovery Learning model setting needs to be tested for the validity. The validity will be tested by two lectures which expert in content and language. The validity test aimed to measure the feasibility of this product as seen in table 4.

Table 4. Result of Product’s Feasibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The feasibility of preview review bilingual instructional tools which developed through two stages. The average assessment in content and language of this product by expert lecturers for the first stage get 2.75 and 2.60 which in good criteria. This score is not enough to categorize that the product development is worth using (> 2.8). This is why revision is needed to make it more perfect. The developed of this product can be re-assessed by the expert lecturer through a second stage assessment by revisions including several parts, such as 1) in learning outcome there are still verb which isn’t operational to measure, 2) students learning activity which listed in handout must be explicitly poured in separate worksheet, 3) the reference which used must be more varied, 4) the questions for assessment must be presented with local context, 5) several operational verbs isn’t suitable with the questions, 6) there is a question which not contain a homogenous option. The product which has been revised are given back to the expert lecture for the second step of validity. The second validation result obtained 3.60 for the content and 3.55 for the language which is in very good category. The results of product validation in this second stage shown that the preview review bilingual instructional tools which developed is suitable for use in bilingual learning.

Implementation Stage

In this stage instructional tools which has been revision and become prototype 2 will be implemented in the form of field trials to determine the effectiveness of this product. Preview review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting will implemented in Basic Science course to measure understanding concept and student’s speaking ability. The result of implementation stage present in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Result of Implementation Stage](image)

The last stage of ADDIE development model is the evaluation of instructional tools based on the implementation in class. At this stage, the researcher made the final revision of preview review bilingual instructional tools based on observation sheets while implementing this product in previous stage. The final revision aimed to verify that this product is appropriate and can be used in wider scope for enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability.

Discussion

Designing preview review instructional tools with discovery model setting aimed to enhance student’s conceptual understanding and speaking ability in Basic Science course. The instructional tools designing using ADDIE model with the first step of this developmental model is analyze. The first stage carried out by analyzing several things such as literature analyzing, need assessment analyzing, and student’s analyzing. The result of literature analyzing is basic theory of the importance practicing English in 21st century skills. English plays an important role for communication, media and entertainment, seeking information, getting job, international relation, and so on (Pardede, 2020; Reddy, 2016). Undoubtedly, English plays a much greater role in the world that it is inevitable for people to ignore it fully.
It has a bright future, it helps connect in a global world, and it can also help in personal and professional life (Nishanti, 2018).

Need assessment analyzing is carried out by observations and interviews with lecturer. The purpose of this analysis is to find out the real problems that occur in Basic Science learning. The observation, the problems which occurs in the learning process is the implementation of bilingual learning in Basic Science course isn't implemented optimally. This is because the planning and implementation of bilingual learning is still dominated by using Bahasa. There aren't any instructional tools which support bilingual learning in this course. Even though Basic Science is a course which must carried out in Bilingual learning, but the fact there isn't enough preparations for implementing it. This is become one big problem which must be faced and solved by lectures.

Student’s analyzing aimed to determine the suitable method for learning science based on their characteristics. Bilingual instructional tools which is accordance with the characteristics of students in Science Education is bilingual instructional tools with preview review model. This instructional tool combines Bahasa and English in every learning activity. In this model the introduction stage will carried out in one language for example Bahasa, and continue using English in the next stage of bilingual learning. For the third step will be carried out using combine two languages (Ovando & Collier, 1985). The implementation of bilingual learning in Basic Science 1 are expected to be more effective using preview review bilingual instructional tools. Furthermore, the learning model which support this instructional tool is discovery learning model. Discovery learning model can encourage motivation, active involvement, and creativity. Hence, preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting are expected to enhancing student’s conceptual understanding and speaking ability.

The result from analyze stage use to the next stage for making practical decisions. This include designing instructional tools with preview review model such as focusing the content in Basic Science for this instructional tool, and decide what are instructional tools which will develop using preview review model. After decide what are the instructional tools which will develop, the objective of each instructional tools must be formulate. The content material in Basic Science which use in instructional tools based on curriculum are biodiversity and temperature. Meanwhile the instructional tools which develop are syllabi, lesson plan, worksheet, handout, and assessment. Based on the technology which is used, instructional tools can be classified as written material or unwritten material (Aidil & Razak, 2019).

Before implemented in class, this instructional tool should be tested by expert judges regarding its validity in development stage. The results of validation process shown that the preview review bilingual instructional tools which developed is suitable for use in bilingual learning. All of components of instructional tools including syllabi and learning equipment (semester lesson plan, worksheet, handout, and assessment) get more than 3.50 with very valid criteria. The principle of syllabi development includes scientific, relevant, systematic, consistent, adequate, actual and contextual, flexible, and comprehensive. While developing syllabi, there are several steps which should follow including the study of core competence and basic competence, identify the topic subject, develop the learning activities, formulate the indicators of achievement of competence, determine the type of assessment, determine the allocation of time, and determine the source of learning (Hariapsari et al., 2018). Lesson plan is also one of instructional tools which develop to enhance conceptual understanding and speaking ability. Lesson plan is a grip for teachers in implementing learning to achieve one or more basic competencies set out in the standard competencies. There are several principles that must be considered by a teacher in the development of lesson plan (Ratnawati, 2017). First, it consists of goals, activities, sequencing (the order in which activities will be used, including opening and closing activities, timing (how much time will spend on different activities), grouping (when the class will be taught as a whole and when the students will work in pairs or groups, and resources.
Next, effective instructional plans are necessary for teaching that leads to improved student learning. Those plans also provide teachers with clear documentation of what has been taught. Instructional tools which develop in preview review model aligned with discovery learning setting are valid to implement in Basic Science course. The aspects that were validated by expert judges were the feasibility of the content (material and speaking ability questionnaire and cognitive learning outcomes) and the feasibility of language. Some comments from validator which should revise before using this product in the next stage are some typing errors, learning objectives should be more operationalized, some question indicators in assessment are not appropriate, and the images used in the questions should more clarified and accompanied by sources.

The next stage in ADDIE model is implementation. In this stage, instructional tools which has been revise will be implemented in the form of field trials to determine the effectiveness of this product. Preview review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting proved effective for enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability based on the assessment result after using this product. The result in implementation stage showed that after using preview review bilingual instructional tools, both of this skills improving from 85 to 87 for conceptual understanding and 78 to 82 for speaking ability. Not only speaking ability but also science conceptual understanding is improving after students using this bilingual instructional tools. Before using this instructional tools, student difficult to understand some english terms which suitable in science context. English for science context are different with english in general. Some term can make student’s confuse. However, after using bilingual preview review instructional tools, they more understand about english term specific for science such as forcé not style, properties of matter not characteristic of matter, and so on.

This findings supported the research who said that the teachers noticed that the bilingual learning programmed may foster more direct attention not only language but also the content that use (Suwaranak, 2015). As one of the teachers stated, student’s ability will improve when they are more aware of their different languages as they are encouraged to use both regularly. Other previous study also said that bilingualism in education automatically perceived in two languages as the bilingual has one consciousness (Veliyeva, 2015). It means that knowledge perceived in one language can be easily applied in the other language community when communicating in Language 2. This advantage enriches the bilingual individual’s life experience and increases his or her competency. The instructional tools which develop should be implemented in class regularly to foster student understanding and also speaking ability. Preview review model conducted by team teaching with three stages of language which use in learning process (Suma, 2011). The introduction will be conduct with one teacher with one language, the next step will continue in English, and the last step will end by the other teacher with both of the language. Using language systemically in every learning step makes students not confused and more understand. Preview review model consider to be an alternative bilingual learning in Indonesia.

Designing preview review instructional tools aligned with discovery learning setting also proved effective to enhancing science concept and speaking ability. Discovery learning is effective and has positive impact on a student’s conceptual understanding and critical thinking (Ramadhan et al., 2020). This model is a learning model that helps students to find a new concept and discover a new knowledge from activities such as creating hypothesis, estimating, and trying beneath the teacher’s help. Discovery learning method is a learning situation in which the principal content of what is to be learned is not given but must be independently discovery by the students. By using discovery learning, students can also think, analyze and try to solve their problem by themselves. In additionally the method that has a purpose to make independent and creative growth in studying, the students can make innovation in the teaching-learning process (Mudsizal & Hartono, 2020).

From the result obtained before using bilingual preview review instructional tools model, the student’ speaking ability never been measured in learning process because there isn’t instructional assessment which suitable for measuring that. The bilingual learning also not implemented well because the process only uses 25% English, while still dominated by
using Bahasa. Suitable instructional tool is the key in every learning process. These results were also obtained from research who stated that instructional tools play a very important role in the teaching-learning process (Bukoye., 2019). They allow students to interact with words, symbols and ideas in ways that develop their abilities in reading, listening, solving, viewing, thinking, speaking, writing, using media and technology. Using a suitable instructional tool will make enhancement of student’s memory level and improving their ability.

The last stage of developmental model ADDIE is evaluation. After implementing this product in class, teacher and student must assess while this product effective or not. Based on observation sheets while implementing this product in previous stage, the researcher made the final revision of preview review bilingual instructional tools. The final revision aimed to verify that this product is appropriate and can be used in wider scope for enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability. Evaluation is a systematic process that determines the quality and effectiveness of the teaching design in the final product (Alwi & Kamis, 2019). This is a crucial phase while the researcher needs to constantly evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each previous phase which are analysis, design, development and implementation.

The result of the developing preview review bilingual instructional tools which valid and effective based on empirical result is recommended for implementing in Basic Science course. This instructional tool will help students in bilingual learning to improve their conceptual understanding and speaking ability. Furthermore, this instructional tool will help to make Basic Science course implemented optimally as a selected course which should implement in bilingual learning. Discovery learning, it is similar to Yuliani’s statement [8], which states that discovery learning is effective and has a positive impact on a student's conceptual understanding and critical thinking. The discovery learning model is a learning model that is served to students to guide them to find a new concept. Students are expected to be able to actively discover new knowledge like creating a hypothesis, estimating, and trying beneath the teacher’s While the Student Worksheet using discovery learning models is structured, and indicators are used in accordance with the curriculum in the school. It is expected that student worksheets using discovery learning models can stimulate students to be more active in learning and also can improve students’ mathematical reasoning and make it easier for teachers to provide assignments in mathematics learning. While the Student Worksheet using discovery learning models is structured, and indicators are used in accordance with the curriculum in the school.

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

The preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting based on research results was very valid and effective. The validity of preview-review bilingual instructional tools with discovery learning model setting was 3.60 for the content and 3.55 for the language which is in very good category. This instructional tool was also effective in enhancing conceptual understanding and speaking ability based on average gain score. Based on the discussion, it is suggested to the lecturer in Basic Science 1 to use the preview-review bilingual instructional tools during her lecture, for enhancing student’s conceptual understanding and speaking ability.
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